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QUESTION 1

All of the following information is provided in any output from the netstat utility EXCEPT: 

A. broadcast services 

B. interface statistics 

C. masquerading connections 

D. network connections 

E. routing tables 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following directories in a user\\'s home contains configuration files and key rings for GPG? 

A. ~/gpg.d/ 

B. ~/.gpg/ 

C. ~/.gnupg/ 

D. ~/gnupg/ 

E. ~/.gpg.d/ 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is the main difference between the batch and at commands? 

A. The batch command will run multiple times.The at command will only run once. 

B. The batch command will run when system load is low. The at command runs at a specific time. 

C. The at command reads commands from standard input. The batch command requires a command line argument. 

D. The at command emails results to the user. The batch command logs results to syslog. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements are true regarding the below syslog.conf configuration directive? (Select THREE)



*.err;kern.notice;auth.notice /dev/console 

A. Severity crit messages from all facilities will be directed to /dev/console 

B. Severity notice messages from the auth facility will be directed to /dev/console 

C. Severity notice messages from the kern facility will be directed to /dev/console 

D. Severity err messages from the mail facility will be directed /dev/console 

E. Severity notice messages from all facilities will be directed to /dev/console 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

To slave the NTP daemon to an external source, an administrator needs to modify the ______ variable in the
/etc/ntp.conf file. 

Correct Answer: Answer: SERVER 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is the purpose of the dig command? 

A. To adjust a directory\\'s hidden permissions 

B. To search for files on the filesystem 

C. To adjust a file\\'s hidden permissions 

D. To perform hostname lookups 

E. To ping all known hosts on the current subnet 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the name of the simple graphical login manager that comes with a vanilla X11 installation? (Provide only the
name of the program without any path information) 

Correct Answer: Answer: xdm 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following programs uses the hosts.allow file to perform its main task of checking for access control
restrictions to system services? 



A. tcpd 

B. inetd 

C. fingerd 

D. mountd 

E. xinetd 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

With IPv6, how many bits have been used for the host identifier portion of an address? (Please enter the number and
not a word) 

Correct Answer: Answer: 64 

 

QUESTION 10

The correct crontab entry to execute the script chklog once per hour between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday and
Thursday each week is, which of the following? 

A. 0 3, 4, 5 * * 2, 5 chklog 

B. 0 3, 4, 5 * * 1, 4 chklog 

C. 0 15, 16, 17 * * 1, 4 chklog 

D. 0 15, 16, 17 1, 4 * * chklog 

E. * 15, 16, 17 * * 1, 4 chklog 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following commands is used on the command line to send messages to the syslog systems. 

A. lastlog 

B. klog 

C. logger 

D. slog 

E. syslog 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following commands should be added to /etc/bash_profile to change the language of messages from an
internationalised program to Portuguese (pt)? (Select TWO). 

A. export LANGUAGE="pt" 

B. export MESSAGE="pt" 

C. export LANG="pt" 

D. export LC_MESSAGES="pt" 

E. export ALL_MESSAGES="pt" 

Correct Answer: CD 
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